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Session 2: Formal Linguistics
Grata XT Deng, Joanna W Jiang, Yoyo PY Tsang, Grace L Wang
Hong Kong Baptist University
Reduplication Tone Sandhi in Chongqing Dialect
Drawing from our own field investigation, these basic patterns of AA reduplication in
Chongqing dialect (Southwestern Mandarin) can be seen in (1) below.
(1) Chongqing Tones and AA Reduplication Sandhi
Tone Category
T(one) 1 [35]
T2 [31]
T3 [42]
T4 [24]

AA Reduplicated Form
a. [2] + [55]
b. [24] + [55
a. [33] + [21]
b. [12] + [33]
[44] + [21]
a. [24] + [42]
b. [24] + [22]

Examples

In a glance, the sandhi patterns appear to be the result of tone redistribution. In T1, the
rising tone is broken into a low+high sequence under replication. The same process applies
with the falling tone of T3, and in one of the instantiations of T2. However, such a process is
less clear for the other cases.
Following this train of analysis, we suggest that a handle on the tone sandhi patterns of
Chongqing reduplication may be found if the tones are understood in terms of a
concatenation of [high] and [low] features. Thus, four tones can be categorized as either
rising (i.e. [35] and [24]) or falling (i.e. [42] and [31]). Within each contour profile, there is a
further split which supported by asymmetry in emphatic lengthening is arguably due to a
difference in the position of the head tone feature (rather than a split in register). Such an
approach yields a symmetry in the tonal inventory, as in (2).
(2) Symmetry in Chongqing Tone Inventory
[low-high] (=rising)
[high-low] (=falling)

Head Left
low-high (=T4 [24])
high-low (=T3 [42])

Head Right
low-high (=T1 [35])
high-low (=T2 [31])

With the differences in the position of the head tone feature, we argue that the
reduplication tone sandhi patterns result from the head tone being assigned to the base and
the remaining tone feature to the reduplicant. However, since the reduplicant is either
systematically prefixed (or suffixed), Mende-style (Leben 1973) mapping of tones to
syllables entails violation of wellformedness (i.e. no crossing of association lines). Our paper
explores the viability of such resolutions within an Optimality Theoretic framework.
References
Leben, William R. (1973) Suprasegmental Phonology. PhD dissertation, MIT.
[Back to Table of Contents]
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Session 2: Formal Linguistics
Grata X Deng, *Yoyo PY Tsang, Joanna W Jiang and Grace L Wang
Hong Kong Baptist University

Reduplication Tone Sandhi in Chongqing Dialect
1. Preamble
Chongqing dialect is a Southwestern Mandarin spoken in most of the municipality of
Chongqing. Chongqing has an inventory of four tones (Ming, 2016). The tone value of each
tone has not yet reached a widespread consistency in previous studies (Liang & Meng, 2010;
Huang, 2011; Zeng, 2013; Wei, 2015). In this study, the Chongqing tone inventory of our
participant, who is from Chongqing Zhucheng district, is captured in (1a).
(1) Chongqing Tone Basics
a.
The Tone Inventory of Chongqing
Tone value Description
E.g. ma
T(one)1
35
[lh]
T2
31
[hl]
T3
42
[hl]
T4
24
[lh]
b.

Structure of Chongqing Base Tones
Tone
t1

c.

t2

Mixed-headedness in the Chongqing Tone Inventory
i.
T1
ii.
T2
l
iii.

h
T3

h

h
iv.

l

l
T4

l

h

From (1), we can see that Chongqing rising and falling tones can be construed as a
combination of the pitch features [l(ow)] and [h(igh)]. The distinction between the rising
tones T1 and T4, and between the falling tones T2 and T3, can be captured through a
difference in headedness, which is bolded in (1c).
2. Simple Reduplication
Chongqing tones may undergo reduplication (Wang, 2014), and produce the AA forms given
in (2) below.
(2) Basic AA Reduplication Tone Patterns in Chongqing
Tone Category

AA Form

Examples
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T(one) 1 [35] [lh]

a. [2] + [55]

[l] + [h]

mama

b. [24] + [55]

[lh] + [h]

baobao

a. [33] + [21]

[h] + [l]

bobo

b. [12] + [33]

[l] + [h]

wawa

[44] + [21]

[h] + [l]

dada

a. [24] + [42]

[lh] + [hl]

baobao

b. [24] + [22]

[lh] + [l]

papa

T2 [31] [hl]
T3 [42] [hl]
T4 [24] [lh]

Looking at the column where the reduplication patterns are interpreted in terms of [h]
and [l] features, some observations may be made. Firstly, the rising and falling tone contours
do not fully reduplicate. One may infer that reduplication applies to the syllables without the
tones. Secondly, both base and duplicant syllables must receive tone features, which
presumably come in part from the tones of the base syllables. Thirdly, all the tone features of
the base tone are found in the AA forms, which means no features have been deleted. In
Optimality Theoretic terms (Prince & Smolensky, 2004; Wee, 2019), this means that both
MAX and *NOTONE are undominated. Some such relevant constraints are given in (3).
(3) Constraints against Deletion
MAX
For every tone feature in the input, there must be a corresponding tone feature in the
output.
DEP
For every tone feature in the output, there must be a corresponding tone feature in the
input.
*NOTONE
Do not have toneless TBUs.
From the above constraints, and the observations made of (2), a first attempt at analysis
could be made as (4).
(4) A First Stab at the AA Patterns
a. Input: RED+{T1, T2, T3} *NOTONE MAX DEP
/RED+ t1t2/
i. t1+t2
*!
ii. t1t2+
iii. t1t2+t3
*!
iv. t1
*!
b. Input: RED+T4
/RED+lh/
i. lxh+l
*
ii. lxhi+hil
*
*!
iii. lh+
Page 49
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iv. l+l
v. l+h
Legend:

*!
attested and selected candidate
attested but not selected candidate
unattested but selected candidate

Recall from (2) that the general tone pattern of Chongqing AA reduplication type is that
the tone features of the base are shared with the reduplicant. This is captured in (3a) where a
base tone is considered with a reduplicant prefix as input. From this input, one may consider
a number of possible candidates as outputs. Candidate (3ai) is where the tone features are
distributed to both syllables. Candidate (3aii) is where one of the syllables does not receive
tone. Candidate (3aiii) considers the possibility of inserting a new tone feature t . Finally,
candidate (3aiv) is one where a tone feature is deleted. These candidates are evaluated against
three constraints, *NOTONE, MAX, and DEP. The ranking of the constraints disfavors toneless
syllables and deletion of tone features. As presented, (3aii) and (3aiv) are inferior to other
candidates because they have violated *NOTONE and MAX respectively.
Although we are quite successful with three of the four cases, the approach is stumped
by the case of T4, as shown in tableau (3b). The current ranking hierarchy fails to produce the
right result here. In fact, there is no ranking of the constraints that would yield candidate
(3bv) as optimal. Therein lies our research question and the main proposal of our paper, given
as (5a, b).
3

(5)

a. Research Question
What would account for the tone sandhi patterns of Chongqing AA reduplication?
b. Thesis Statement
The Chongqing tone structure is mixed-headed.

3. Headship and Sequencing
In order to obtain candidates (4bi, ii) as optimal, new constraints are necessary to eliminate
candidate (4bv). This is done in (6) by appealing to a constraint that positions the tone head
feature to the right edge of a word, and another constraint that preserves the input sequence of
tone features.
(6)

Headship and Linearity
ALN-HD-R
Assign * for every entity that separates the tone head feature from the right edge of a
word.
LIN(EARITY)
The linear order of tone features in the output should be found at least once in the
corresponding input.
a. Input: RED+ T1 LIN ALN-HD-R DEP
/RED+ lh/
i. l+h
ii. lhi+hi
iii. h+l
*!
*
iv. lhi+hilx
*!
*
b. Input: RED+ T2
/RED+ hl/
Page 50
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i. h+l
ii. l+h
iii. hi+hl
c. Input: RED+T3
/RED+hl/
i. h+l
ii. l+h
iii. lx+hl
d. Input: RED+T4
/RED+lh/
i.
lxh+l
ii. lxhi+hil
iii. lxhi +hl
iv. l+h
Legend:

*

*
*!

*
*!
*

*!

*
*
**!
*!

attested and selected candidate
attested but not selected candidate

For clarity, tableaux for each tone case are given in (6). We find that the approach is
successful with T1, and T3.
For T4, we see in (6d) that ranking DEP lower than ALN-HD-R would favor candidates
(6di) and (6dii) over candidate (6diii). Candidate (6div) would be ruled out by LINEARITY.
However, T2 presents a new problem through candidate (6bii). It is one of the two
attested forms, but in violating both LIN and ALN-HD-R, it would never be predicted to be
optimal.
4. SideOur main language consultant is a young woman who grew up in Chongqing. Given the
prevalence of Putonghua as a result of national policy, youths are unlikely to be uninfluenced
by Putonghua even if they are native speakers of a local dialect. We suspect that this is what
is happening here.
The tone of the character
wa is [hl] in Chongqing, while in Putonghua, the tone is
[lh], which is demonstrated as right-headed (Wee, 2007). Wa is a very common word that is
used in Putonghua. We wonder if the participant is using the Putonghua tone contour as the
input in (6bii) (i.e. /RED + lh/), and the output [l+h] is derived by following the tone sandhi
patterns in Chongqing AA reduplication. If so, a derivation might have been something like
(7).
(7) Possible wa Reduplication Selection
Input: /RED+lh/ LIN
ALN-HD-R DEP
i. l+h
ii. h+l
*!
*
iii. hi+hl
*!
*
*
From (7), we can see that the problematic candidate (6bii), now as (7i), is successfully
selected under the tone sandhi of Chongqing AA reduplication. One may wonder if the same
set of constraints can also be applied to Putonghua input, especially for the constraint of ALNHD-R. Since Wee (2007) demonstrated that the tone [lh] in Putonghua is right-headed,
/RED+lh/ is possible to be constrained by ALN-HD-R as Chongqing inputs.
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In (7), we can see that the ranking of constraints obviously favors candidate (7i) over
(7ii) which violates both LIN and ALN-HD-R, and (7iii) with violations in all constraints.
Assuming one can sidestep the T2 issue as above, the ranking hierarchy for Chongqing
AA reduplication tone sandhi can be summarized as the following Hesse diagram.
(8) Ranking Hierarchy for Chongqing AA Reduplication Tone Sandhi
*NOTONE MAX
LIN
ALN-HD-R
DEP
5. Residual Problems
Recall in (2) that T1, T2, and T4 have variations of output in AA forms. These forms are not
in free variations, and appear to be quite specific to the examples. In our treatment above, we
had tried to capture those variations by accepting candidates that performed equally well
within the set of constraints presented. This is clearly inadequate for two reasons. Firstly,
with more constraints active in the grammar, the two candidates would not likely remain
equally harmonious. Secondly, the approach gives both forms as free variations. Our research
here is at rather an infancy stage, and we have not been able to gather more data to help us
determine the scope and extent of variations. For all we know, it may well be that the AA
patterns are spurious and that each item is learnt lexically. This would not be a satisfying
situation, but it is one that needs to be checked.
At the present stage, we have also not extended our analysis to other patterns of
Chongqing reduplication, which includes the AAB, ABB, and AABB types. In all these
cases, headship alignment would have to be reconsidered. Particularly, one needs to work out
if there is any internal foot structure in these polysyllabic strings, and if headship alignment is
to the word boundary or to the foot boundary.
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